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Synonyms7

Spatio-temporal indexing; Continuous queries8

Definition9

Moving object environments are characterized by large10

numbers of moving objects and numerous concurrent con-11

tinuous queries over these objects. Efficient evaluation of12

these queries in response to the movement of the objects is13

critical for supporting acceptable response times. In such14

environments the traditional approach of building an index15

on the objects (data) suffers from the need for frequent16

updates and thereby results in poor performance. In fact,17

a brute force, no-index strategy yields better performance18

in many cases. Neither the traditional approach, nor the19

brute force strategy achieve reasonable query processing20

times. The efficient and scalable evaluation of multiple21

continuous queries on moving objects can be achieved by22

leveraging two complimentary techniques: Query Indexing23

and Velocity Constrained Indexing (VCI). Query Indexing24

relies on i) incremental evaluation; ii) reversing the role25

of queries and data; and iii) exploiting the relative loca-26

tions of objects and queries. VCI takes advantage of the27

maximum possible speed of objects in order to delay the28

expensive operation of updating an index to reflect the29

movement of objects. In contrast to techniques that require30

exact knowledge about the movement of the objects, VCI31

does not rely on such information. While Query Indexing32

outperforms VCI, it does not efficiently handle the arrival33

of new queries. Velocity constrained indexing, on the oth-34

er hand, is unaffected by changes in queries. A combina-35

tion of Query Indexing and Velocity Constrained Indexing36

enables the scalable execution of insertion and deletion of37

queries in addition to processing ongoing queries.38

Historical Background39

The importance of moving object environments is reflect-40

ed in the significant body of work addressing issues such41

as indexing, uncertainty management, broadcasting, and42

models for spatio-temporal data. Several indexing tech-43

niques for moving objects have been proposed. These44

include indexes over the histories, or trajectories, of the45

positions of moving objects, or the current and anticipat- 46

ed future positions of the moving objects. Uncertainty in 47

the positions of the objects is dealt with by controlling 48

the update frequency where objects report their positions 49

and velocity vectors when their actual positions deviate 50

from what they have previously reported by some thresh- 51

old. Tayeb et al. use quad-trees to index the trajectories 52

of one-dimensional moving points. In one approach, mov- 53

ing objects and their velocities are mapped to points which 54

are indexed using a kD-tree. Another indexes the past tra- 55

jectories of moving objects treated as connected line seg- 56

ments. Yet another considers the management of collec- 57

tions of moving points in the plane by describing the cur- 58

rent and expected positions of each point in the future [3]. 59

They address how often to update the locations of the 60

points to balance the costs of updates against imprecision 61

in the point positions. The two techniques presented here 62

appeared in [2]. 63

Scientific Fundamentals 64

Continuous Query Processing 65

Location-based environments are characterized by large 66

numbers of moving (and stationary) objects. To support 67

these services it is necessary to execute efficiently several 68

types of queries, including range queries, nearest-neighbor 69

queries, density queries, etc. An important requirement in 70

location-aware environments is the continuous evaluation 71

of queries. Given the large numbers of queries and mov- 72

ing objects in such environments, and the need for a time- 73

ly response for continuous queries, efficient and scalable 74

query execution is paramount. 75

This discussion focuses on range queries. Range queries 76

arise naturally in spatial applications such as a query that 77

needs to keep track of, for example, the number of people 78

that have entered a building. Range queries can also be 79

useful as pre-processing tools for reducing the amount of 80

data that other queries, such as nearest-neighbor or density, 81

need to process. 82

Model 83

Moving objects are represented as points, and queries are 84

expressed as rectangular spatial regions. Therefore, given 85

a collection of moving objects and a set of queries, the 86

problem is to identify which objects lie within (i.e., are rel- 87

evant to) which queries. Objects report their new locations 88

periodically or when they have moved by a significant dis- 89

tance. Updates from different objects arrive continuously 90

and asynchronously. The location of each object is saved 91

in a file. Objects are required to report only their location, 92

not velocity. There is no constraint on the movement of 93

objects except that the maximum possible speed of each
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2 Indexing, Query and Velocity Constraint

object is known and not exceeded (this is required only for94

Velocity Constrained Indexing).95

Ideally, each query should be re-evaluated as soon as an96

object moves. However, this is impractical and may not97

even be necessary from the user’s point of view. The con-98

tinuous evaluation of queries takes place in a periodic fash-99

ion whereby the set of objects that are relevant to each con-100

tinuous query are determined at fixed time intervals.101

Limitations of Traditional Indexing102

A natural choice for efficient evaluation of range queries103

is to build a spatial index on the objects. To determine104

which objects intersect each query, the queries are execut-105

ed using this index. The use of the spatial index should106

avoid many unnecessary comparisons of queries against107

objects this approach should outperform the brute force108

approach. This is in agreement with conventional wisdom109

on indexing. In order to evaluate the answers correctly, it110

is necessary to keep the index updated with the latest posi-111

tions of objects as they move. This represents a significant112

problem. Notice that for the purpose of evaluating contin-113

uous queries, only the current snapshot is relevant and not114

the historical movement of objects.115

In [2], three alternatives for keeping an index updated are116

evaluated. Each of these gives very poor performance –117

even worse than the naive brute-force approach. The poor118

performance of the traditional approach of building an119

index on the data (i.e. the objects) can be traced to the120

following two problems: i) whenever any object moves,121

it becomes necessary to re-execute all queries; and ii) the122

cost of keeping the index updated is very high.123

Query Indexing124

The traditional approach of using an index on object loca-125

tions to efficiently process queries for moving objects suf-126

fers from the need for constant updates to the index and127

re-evaluation of all queries whenever any object moves.128

These problems can be overcome by employing two key129

ideas:130

• reversing the role of data and queries, and131

• incremental evaluation of continuous queries.132

The notion of safe regions that exploit the relative location133

of objects and queries can further improve performance.134

In treating the queries as data, a spatial index such as an135

R-tree is built on the queries instead of the customary136

index that is built on the objects (i.e. data). This structure137

is called a Query-Index or Q-index. To evaluate the inter-138

section of objects and queries, each object is treated as a139

“query” on the Q-index (i.e., the moving objects are treated140

as queries in the traditional sense). Exchanging queries for141

data results in a situation where a larger number of queries142

(one for each object) is executed on a smaller index (the143

Q-index), as compared to an index on the objects. This is144

not necessarily advantageous by itself. However, since not 145

all objects change their location at each time step, a large 146

number of “queries” on the Q-index can be avoided by 147

incrementally maintaining the result of the intersection of 148

objects and queries. 149

Incremental evaluation is achieved as follows: upon cre- 150

ation of the Q-index, all objects are processed on the Q- 151

index to determine the initial result. Following this, the 152

query results are incrementally adjusted by considering the 153

movement of objects. At each evaluation time step, only 154

those objects that have moved since the last time step are 155

processed, and adjust their relevance to queries accord- 156

ingly. If most objects do not move during each time step, 157

this can greatly reduce the number of times the Q-index is 158

accessed. For objects that move, the Q-index improves the 159

search performance as compared to a comparison against 160

all queries. 161

Under traditional indexing, at each time step, it would be 162

necessary to update the index on the objects and then eval- 163

uate each query on the modified index. This is independent 164

of the movement of objects. With the “Queries as Data” or 165

the Q-index approach, only the objects that have moved 166

since the previous time step are evaluated against the Q- 167

index. Building an index on the queries avoids the high 168

cost of keeping an object index updated; incremental eval- 169

uation exploits the smaller numbers of objects that move 170

in a single time step to avoid repeating unnecessary com- 171

parisons. Upon the arrival of a new query, it is necessary to 172

compare the query with all the objects in order to initiate 173

the incremental processing. Deletion of queries is easily 174

handled by ignoring those queries. Further improvements 175

in performance can be achieved by taking into account the 176

relative locations of objects and queries or safe regions. 177

Safe Regions: Exploiting Query and Object Locations 178

The relevance of an object with respect to a given query 179

can only change if the object crosses a query boundary. 180

Therefore, a region surrounding an object that does not 181

cross any query boundary represents a region within which 182

the object can move without affecting the result of any 183

query. Such a region is termed a Safe Region. Two types 184

of safe regions are maximal circles (sphere in general) and 185

maximal rectangles centered at an object’s current loca- 186

tion. These are termed SafeSphere and SafeRect respec- 187

tively. While there is only one maximal sphere for a given 188

object, there can be multiple maximal rectangles. 189

Figure 1 shows examples of each type of Safe Region for 190

two object locations, X and Y. Note that the union of two 191

safe regions is also a safe region. If an object knows a safe 192

region around it, it need not send updates of its movement 193

to the server as long as it remains within the safe region. 194

The safe region optimizations significantly reduce the need 195

to test data points for relevance to queries if they are far 196

from any query boundaries and move slowly. Using safe 197

regions can significantly improve performance. 198
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Indexing, Query and Velocity Constraint 3

Indexing, Query and Velocity Constraint, Figure 1 Examples of
Safe Regions

Velocity-Constrained Indexing199

The technique of Velocity-Constrained Indexing (VCI)200

eliminates the need for continuous updates to an index on201

moving objects by relying on the notion of a maximum202

speed for each object. Under this model, the maximum203

possible speed of each object is known.204

A VCI is a regular R-tree based index on moving objects205

with an additional field in each node: vmax. This field stores206

the maximum allowed speed over all objects covered by207

that node in the index. The vmax entry for an internal node208

is simply the maximum of the vmax entries of its children.209

The vmax entry for a leaf node is the maximum allowed210

speed among the objects pointed to by the node. Figure 2211

shows an example of a VCI. The vmax entry in each node is212

maintained in a manner similar to the Minimum Bounding213

Rectangle (MBR) of each entry in the node, except that214

there is only one vmax entry per node as compared to an215

MBR per entry of the node. When a node is split, the vmax216

for each of the new nodes is copied from the original node.217

Consider a VCI that is constructed at time t0. At this218

time it accurately reflects the locations of all objects. At219

a later time t, the same index does not accurately cap-220

ture the correct locations of points since they may have221

moved arbitrarily. Normally the index needs to be updat-222

ed to be correct. However, the vmax fields enable us to223

use this old index without updating it. We can safely224

assert that no point will have moved by a distance larg-225

er than R = vmax(t – t0). If each MBR is expanded by this226

amount in all directions, the expanded MBRs will correct-227

ly enclose all underlying objects. Therefore, in order to228

process a query at time t, the VCI created at time t0 can229

be used without being updated, by simply comparing the230

query with expanded version of the MBRs saved in VCI.231

At the leaf level, each point object is replaced by a square232

region of side 2R for comparison with the query rectan-233

gle.1234

An example of the use of the VCI is shown in Fig. 3a which235

shows how each of the MBRs in the same index node236

1Note that it should actually be replaced by a circle, but the rect-
angle is easier to handle.

are expanded and compared with the query. The expand- 237

ed MBR captures the worst-case possibility that an object 238

that was at the boundary of the MBR at t0 has moved out 239

of the MBR region by the largest possible distance. Since 240

a single vmax value is stored for all entries in the node, each 241

MBR is expanded by the same distance, R = vmax(t – t0). 242

If the expanded MBR intersects with the query, the cor- 243

responding child is searched. Thus to process a node all 244

the MBRs stored in the node (except those that intersect 245

without expansion) need to be expanded. Alternatively, 246

a single expansion of the query by R could be performed 247

and compared with the unexpanded MBRs. An MBR will 248

intersect with the expanded query if and only if the same 249

MBR after expansion intersects with the original query. 250

Figure 3b shows the earlier example with query expansion. 251

Expanding the query once per node saves some unneces- 252

sary computation. 253

The set of objects found to be in the range of the query 254

based upon an old VCI is a superset, S’, of the exact set 255

of objects that are currently in the query’s range. Clear- 256

ly, there can be no false dismissals in this approach. In 257

order to eliminate the false positives, it is necessary to 258

determine the current positions of all objects in S’. This is 259

achieved through a post-processing step. The current loca- 260

tion of the object is retrieved from disk and compared with 261

the query to determine the current matching. Note that it 262

is not always necessary to determine the current location 263

of each object that falls within the expanded query. From 264

the position recorded in the leaf entry for an object, it can 265

move by at most R. Thus its current location may be any- 266

where within a circle of radius R centered at the position 267

recorded in the leaf. If this circle is entirely contained with- 268

in the unexpanded query, there is no need to post-process 269

this object for that query. Object X in Fig. 3b is an example 270

of such a point. 271

To avoid performing an I/O operation for each object that 272

matches each expanded query, it is important to handle 273

the post-processing carefully. We can begin by first pre- 274

processing all the queries on the index to identify the set 275

of objects that need to be retrieved for any query. These 276

objects are then retrieved only once and checked against 277
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4 Indexing, Query and Velocity Constraint

Indexing, Query and Velocity Constraint, Figure 2 Example of Velocity Constrained Index (VCI)

Indexing, Query and Velocity Constraint, Figure 3 Query Processing with Velocity Constrained Index (VCI)

all queries. This eliminates the need to retrieve the same278

object more than once. To avoid multiple retrievals of279

a page, the objects to be retrieved can first be sorted on280

page number. Alternatively, a clustered index can be built.281

Clustering may reduce the total number of pages to be282

retrieved. Clustering the index can improve the perfor-283

mance significantly.284

Refresh and Rebuild285

The amount of expansion needed during query evaluation286

depends upon two factors: the maximum speed vmax of287

the node, and the time that has elapsed since the index288

was created, (t – t0). Thus over time the MBRs get larger,289

encompassing more and more dead space, and may not be290

minimal. Consequently, as the index gets older its quality291

gets poorer. Therefore, it is necessary to rebuild the index292

periodically. This essentially resets the creation time, and293

generates an index reflecting the changed positions of the294

objects. Rebuilding is an expensive operation and cannot295

be performed too often. A cheaper alternative to rebuild-296

ing the index is to refresh it. Refreshing simply updates297

the locations of objects to the current values and adjusts 298

the MBRs so that they are minimal. Following refresh, the 299

index can be treated as though it has been rebuilt. 300

Refreshing can be achieved efficiently by performing 301

a depth-first traversal of the index. For each entry in a leaf 302

node the latest location of the object is retrieved (sequential 303

I/O if the index is clustered). The new location is recorded 304

in the leaf page entry. When all the entries in a leaf node are 305

updated, the MBR for the node is computed and recorded 306

it in the parent node. For directory nodes when all MBRs 307

of its children have been adjusted, the overall MBR for 308

the node is computed and recorded it in the parent. This is 309

very efficient with depth-first traversal. Although refresh 310

is more efficient than a rebuild, it suffers from not alter- 311

ing the structure of the index – it retains the earlier struc- 312

ture. If points have moved significantly, they may better fit 313

under other nodes in the index. Thus there is a trade-off 314

between the speed of refresh and the quality of the index. 315

An effective solution is to apply several refreshes followed 316

by a less frequent rebuild. In practice, refreshing works 317

very well thereby avoiding the need for frequent, expen- 318

sive rebuilds. 319
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Indexing, Query and Velocity Constraint 5

Performance320

Detailed evaluation of the approaches can be found in [2].321

Overall, the experiments show that for Query Indexing,322

SafeRect is the most effective in reducing evaluations. Q-323

Index is found to give the best performance compared to324

VCI, traditional indexing, and sequential scans. It is also325

robust across various scales (numbers of objects, queries),326

rates of movement, and density of objects versus queries.327

VCI, on the other hand, is more effective than tradition-328

al approaches for small numbers of queries. Moreover, the329

total cost of VCI approaches that of a sequential scan after330

some time. Clustering can extend the utility of the VCI331

index for a longer period of time. Eventually, refresh or332

rebuilds are necessary. Refreshes are much faster and very333

effective and thereby reduce the need for frequent rebuilds.334

VCI is not affected by how often objects move (unlike Q-335

Index). Thus the costs would not change even if all the336

objects were moving at each time instant. On the other337

hand, the VCI approach is very sensitive to the number338

of queries.339

Combined Indexing Scheme340

The results show that query indexing and safe region opti-341

mizations significantly outperform the traditional indexing342

approaches and also the VCI approach. These improve-343

ments in performance are achieved by eliminating the need344

to evaluate all objects at each time step through incremen-345

tal evaluation. Thus they perform well when there is lit-346

tle change in the queries being evaluated. The deletion347

of queries can be easily handled simply by ignoring the348

deletion until the query can be removed from the Q-index.349

The deleted query may be unnecessarily reducing the safe350

region for some objects, but this does not lead to incorrect351

processing and the correct safe regions can be recomputed352

in a lazy manner without a significant impact on the overall353

costs.354

The arrival of new queries, however, is expensive under355

the query indexing approach as each new query must ini-356

tially be compared to every object. Therefore a sequential357

scan of the entire object file is needed at each time step358

that a new query is received. Furthermore, a new query359

potentially invalidates the safe regions rendering the opti-360

mizations ineffective until the safe regions are recomput-361

ed. The VCI approach, on the other hand, is unaffected362

by the arrival of new queries (only the total number of363

queries being processed through VCI is important). There-364

fore to achieve scalability under the insertion and dele-365

tion of queries combined scheme works best. Under this366

scheme, both a Q-Index and a Velocity Constrained Index367

are maintained. Continuous queries are evaluated incre-368

mentally using the Q-index and the SafeRect optimization.369

The Velocity Constrained Index is periodically refreshed,370

and less periodically rebuilt (e.g. when the refresh is inef-371

fective in reducing the cost). New queries are processed 372

using the VCI. At an appropriate time (e.g. when the num- 373

ber of queries being handled by VCI becomes large) all 374

the queries being processed through VCI are transferred to 375

the Query Index in a single step. As long as not too many 376

new queries arrive at a given time, this solution offers scal- 377

able performance that is orders of magnitude better than 378

the traditional approaches. 379

Key Applications 380

Mobile electronic devices that are able to connect to the 381

Internet have become common. In addition, to being con- 382

nected, many devices are also able to determine the geo- 383

graphical location of the device through the use of global 384

positioning systems, and wireless and cellular telephone 385

technologies. This combined ability enables new location- 386

based services, including location and mobile commerce 387

(L- and M-commerce). Current location-aware services 388

allow proximity-based queries including map viewing and 389

navigation, driving directions, searches for hotels and 390

restaurants, and weather and traffic information. 391

These technologies are the foundation for pervasive 392

location-aware environments and services. Such services 393

have the potential to improve the quality of life by adding 394

location-awareness to virtually all objects of interest such 395

as humans, cars, laptops, eyeglasses, canes, desktops, 396

pets, wild animals, bicycles, and buildings. Applications 397

can range from proximity-based queries on non-mobile 398

objects, locating lost or stolen objects, tracing small chil- 399

dren, helping the visually challenged to navigate, locate, 400

and identify objects around them, and to automatically 401

annotating objects online in a video or a camera shot. 402

Another example of the importance of location informa- 403

tion is the Enhanced 911 (E911) standard. The standard 404

provides wireless users the same level of emergency 911 405

support as wireline callers. 406

Future Directions 407

Natural extensions of these techniques are to support other 408

types of important continuous queries including nearest- 409

neighbor and density queries. Query indexing can easily 410

be extended for these types of queries too. More generally, 411

there are many instances where it is necessary to efficiently 412

maintain an index over data that is rapidly evolving. A pri- 413

mary example is sensor databases. For the applications too, 414

query indexing can be an effective tool. 415

An important area for future research is the development 416

of index structures that can handle frequent updates to 417

data. Traditionally, index structures have been built with 418

the assumption that updates are not as frequent as queries. 419

Thus, the optimization decisions (for example, the split 420

criteria for R-trees) are made with query performance in 421
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mind. However, for high-update environments, these deci-422

sions need to be revisited.423
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